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Abstract. Recent models for the electrochemicaldouble layer are reviewed, in which the
metal is representedby "jellium" and the solution by an ensemble of hard sphere ions and
dipoles. The predictions of the model are compared with experimental data, and some
extensions are discussed.
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I.

Introduction

On experimental grounds, it has been largely accepted that the inverse capacity of a
metal/electrolyte interface in the absence of specific adsorption can be written as:

1/C = 1/Ccliff + 1/Ci,

(1)

where the 'diffuse layer' contribution Cdiff depends on the concentration of the ions
while the so-called 'inner layer' capacity Ci is independent of it. For dilute
solutions, a planar electrode, and a z - z electrolyte, the former is given by the
G o u y - C h a p m a n expression (Reeves 1980),

Cdiff : [ 2z2F2 eCi] 1/2

RT

zFtp

cosh 2 R T

(2)

In the conventional model, this mathematical separation into two terms was
thought to arise from a spatial separation of the solution into two parts: a
monolayer of solvent molecules on the metal surface, the 'inner layer', into which
the ions cannot penetrate, and a 'diffuse layer', where the charge on the metal is
screened by the ions; the metal was thought to be a perfect conductor, which makes
no contribution to the capacity. So the inner layer capacity was explained solely
through the dielectric properties of the inner layer, the experimentally observed
metal dependence was attributed to chemical interactions of the electrode with the
first solvent layer, resulting in each case in a different 'effective inner dielectric
constant' el. In this respect, it is interesting to recall the values of ei calculated by
Trassatti (1981) by using the equation:

ei = Cio 9 Xi / eo

(3)

where C,-0 is the inner layer capacity at the potential of zero charge, e0 is the
0 Dedicated to Prof. K S G Doss on his eightieth birthday
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Table I.

Double layer capacity for the interphase

solvent/sp metal at the PZC.
Metal

C,/t~ Fcm- 2

ei

28
33-5
52
60
100

9.8
11.6
18.2
21.0
47-0

23
53
93

15.8
36.5
64.5

(a) HzO
Hg
T1
Cd
ln(Ga)
Zn
(b) DMSO
Hg
In(Ga)
Ga

The bulk dielectric constants of water and DMSO
are 78.3 and 46.6 at room temperature respectively.
After Trasatti (1981).
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Inverse 'inner layer' capacity at the PZC versus w a t e r dipole potentials g,.

Dipole potentials were taken from Trasatti (1977, 1979). Boxes denote 'inner layer'
capacity values taken from Trasatti (198t), while crosses indicate values of Frumkin et al
(1974).

permittivity of the vacuum and X; the thickness of the inner layer estimated from
the molar volume of the liquid. These results, reproduced !n table 1 for water and
DMSO show a considerable variation of ei with the metal, which is attributed to a
different restricted rotation of the solvent molecules at the interface.
Two problems arise from the interpretation of these results (Schmickler 1984).
The first one is how to explain in the case of the interface Ga/DMSO an e i which is
larger than the bulk dielectric constant of DMSO. The second problem appears if we
plot the inverse capacity versus the dipole potentials of water (gi), as was done by
Trassatti (1977, 1979) (figure 1). We find a monotonic decrease of the inverse
capacity with increasing gi; that is, an increasing apparent dielectric constant is
correlated with a strongcr orientation of the water molecules at the interfacc.
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However, a more strongly bonded molecule should give rise to a lower, and not to a
higher effective dielectric constant, since it is less free to rotate. Only artificial
models for the solvent, postulating the existence of two types of solvent molecules,
monomers and clusters, in the inner layer, were able to explain the increase
of the capacity with the dipole potential of water. However, they could not
reproduce the experimental features for several metals, unless parameters
pertaining to the solvent were also changed with the metal.
It is now clear that, though the validity of (1) is empirically justified (i.e. through
the Parsons-Zobel extrapolation plots (Parsons and Zobel 1965)), this does not
imply that the above described physical picture is necessarily true. For example, at
low and moderate electrolyte concentrations, there is a considerable field
penetration in the solution, which extends over several solvent layers. If we think of
solvent molecules as dipoles, cooperative alignment of these entities could occur
over the same distance which the diffuse ion layer extends. This would produce a
relatively wide region over which the bulk properties of the solvent are not
reached. Thus, the assignment to it of a dielectric constant (a macroscopic bulk
quantity) would be rather misleading.
Looking at the metal side, we can easily show that it cannot be considered as a
perfect conductor on the atomic scale. The Thomas-Fermi length ATF provides a
measure of the penetration depth of a field into the metal. Comparing a typical
value of A'~:Fof 1 A (Kittel 1975), with an estimation of the thickness of the double
layer of about 3 ,~ Trassatti (1981), we see that a quantum mechanical model of the
metal is required for a correct description of the interface.
Early attempts to calculate Ci in a quantum mechanical approach were made by
Rice (1928). The inner layer capacity was attributed to the metal, and calculated
from the Thomas-Fermi model, which gives in esu:
c,,, = ~.~[(el,)v2/4~

(4)

where ATV is a function of the electron density and eb is the background dielectric
constant of the ion cores. As shown by Kornyshev et al (1982), (4) predicts very low
values for the capacity, and cannot explain its dependence on temperature and
charge. These and other difficulties, like the too small dependence of the capacity on
the nature of the metal, caused its relevance to the double layer properties to be
forgotten for several decades.
In this way, many theories of the double layer were developed without taking
notice of the considerable progress in related areas of solid state and surface
physics. On these grounds, a reexamination of the role which the metal plays in the
electrode/solution interface was made Kornyshev et al (1982). Applying the
formalism of nonlocal electrostatics, Kornyshev et al (1982) studied two different
models. In the first one, they considered a sharp phase boundary, while in the
second a spillover of the metal electrons into the solution was allowed. The
extension of the electronic density into the solution produced an increase of the
capacity Cio, which was in better qualitative agreement with the experiment. In this
way, the search for a microscopic model which contemplated the spillover of the
electrons in the solution was strongly stimulated. Steps in this direction were later
taken by Badiali et al (1980, 1981, 1983a) and Schmickler (1983), who used the
'jellium' model for the quantum mechanical description of sp metals; several
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similar models followed Vanden Eeden et al (1984) and Price and Halley (1983).
In a parallel way, the conventional picture of the solution was also challenged.
Carnie and Chan (1980) and Blum and Henderson (1981) analysed the integral
equations for the ionic and solvent profiles of a model electrolyte near a charged
wall. The capacity of this system, which consisted of charged hard spheres as ions
and dipolar hard spheres as solvent, could be obtained for small charges on the
electrode. Though the final expression for the capacity at low ionic concentrations
is simple and similar to that given by the Gouy-Chapman theory, the representation of the solvent by a uniform dielectric medium was shown to be completely
inadequate.
The above mentioned developments in solid state physics and statistical
mechanics of electrolyte solutions culminated in a new, comprehensive model of
the metal/solution interface (Badali et al 1983b; Schmickler and Henderson 1984b)
which can explain many experimental features concerning both the metal and the
solution.
We shall concentrate here on the contribution that these new lines of ideas have
made to the understanding of double layer processes in the absence of specific
adsorption. In order to provide a better understanding of the recent model, a short
description of the main features of the jellium and hard spheres models will be
given.
The plan of the article is as follows: In w we present the jeUium model for the
metal and the hard spheres model for the solution, as well as the separate influence
that both exert on the double layer capacity. Section 3 deals with the unified
description or the metal/solution interface by means of the jellium/hard spheres
model. In w4 we analyse the role played by some approximations made in w3, which
were relaxed in recent improvements of the model.

2.

Jellium A model for sp metals

Hohenberg and Kohn (1964) showed that the ground state energy of an interacting
electron gas in an external potential V(r) can be written as:

E(n)=

f V(r) n(r)

1 I n(r)n(r')
ir_r,[ drdr'+G(n)

dr+~

(5)

where n (r) is the electron density at the point r. The first term of (5) represents the
interaction of the electrons with the external potential, the second term is the self
interaction energy and G(n) is a universal function of the'density which accounts
for kinetic, exchange and correlation energy.
In order to calculate surface properties within this formalism, a model for the
metal is required. For example, some assumptions must be made about the
distribution of the positively charged ions in order to calculate V(r). In the case of
the sp metals, it is reasonable to suppose a regular distribution of ionic cores, each
of them bearing a charge (Zn - no), where Zn is the charge of the nucleus and nc the
number of core electrons. If this positive charge distribution is smeared out into a
homogeneous positive background of density t~ (for x < 0) that terminates abruptly
at a plane (x = 0), we have the so-called 'jellium' model of a metal surface (figure
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2a). This is probably the most elementary model which yields quantitative results
for basic surface properties such as the work function (Lundquist and March 1983).
Due to their small mass, the electrons spillover the metal surface, so that a small
negative surface charge exists on the vacuum side, which for an uncharged surface
is balanced by an equivalent positive excess charge on the metal side (figure 2b).
Thus a surface dipole appears at the jellium edge, giving rise to a potential drop De
perpendicular to the surface plane. It can be rigorously demonstrated that De
makes an important contribution to the electronic work function (Lang and Kohn
1971).
(6)

= De-iX,

where /2 is the bulk chemical potential of the electrons relative to the mean
electrostatic potential in the metal.
There are several ways of employing (5) for the calculation of jellium properties
(Lundquist and March 1983). We concentrate here on those which provide both
satisfactory results for surface properties and a reasonable numerical complexity,
making them appropriate for application to electrochemical systems.
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Figure 2. (a) How to construct the positive background in the jellium model. The
circles represent the positive cores (right hand side), which are smeared out in a uniform,
positive charge density. The broken lines denote the primitive position of the ions, the first
plane is located at one half of the distance between lattice planes from the jellium
surface. (h) The jellium model for a metal in vacuum. Solid line: positive background.
Broken line: electron density profile.
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Generally speaking, an attractive scheme to obtain approximate solutions
consists in choosing a suitable family of trial functions for n(x) with several free
parameters, and minimizing the surface energy within this family. Such a
variational approach for the solution of (5) was made by Smith (1969). He used for
G(n) the following expansion:

G(n) =
X

-

f

(3

"3

\1/3

_ n 5/3
n4/3

f 0.079 + n 1/3

d r - 0.056

dr+7f

(Vn)2dr,
n

(7)

where the terms on the right hand side represent the kinetic, exchange, correlation
and first-order inhomogeneity corrections respectively.
The electron density n(x) was represented through:
n-~n(x)=

exp(13x) , x < O

1 ri exp(-[3x)

(8)

x>O.

The surface energy o- was then obtained as a function of the free parameter/3:

o-= E(n(x)) - E(r~)=f(~)

(9)

The minimization of (9) with respect to /3 yields an approximate solution to the
electronic density profile, from which the desired surface energy o-, the work
function, and the jellium surface dipole De can be calculated.
Within the above described approximation, reasonable results were obtained for
electron work functions and surface potential characteristics, so that a similar
approach should also be useful for calculating double layer properties. In this
respect, when a charge is present at the metal surface, the following family, due to
Partenskii and Smorodinskii (1974) can be used:
1

n(x) = { ~-~ [n+flqlexp(f3x)'

x<0
(10)

1 [~-flq]exp(f3x),

x>0.

The quality of the approximations made within the variational scheme can be
checked by comparing the calculated properties with the self consistent results of
Lang and Kohn (1970) for jellium.
A trial function n(x) for the density profile must fulfil three requirements:
charge balance, continuity of n(x) and continuity of n'(x). There is, however, a
fourth condition that the exact solution of the electron density should satisfy: the
Budd and Vannimenus sum rule (Budd and Vannimcnus t973: Vannimenus and
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Budd 1974). These authors obtained an exact expression for the electrostatic
potential drop q~o- ~'-~ between the jellium surface and the bulk:

n

q2 -

_0,1

K2 [ 0.4 - 0.0829r,

0"0796r3
]
( r, + 7.8 )2

(11)

where KF = (37r2 ti )(I/2) is the Fermi momentum, and rs is the radius of the
sphericalized Wigner Seitz cell. This equation can be obtained from a pressure
balance condition Heinrichs and Kumar (1975).
Schmickler and Henderson (1984a) introduced this condition in the variational
calculation of jellium properties. The trial family they used is:
h [ 1 - A exp(ax) cos(Fx+d)] , x < 0
n(x) =

(12)

fi Bexp(-13x), x > 0 .

The oscillatory term for x < 0 was introduced in order to account for the so called
'Friedel oscillations', which appear in the self consistent solution of jeilium (Lang
and Kohn 1970). These two new elements in the variational calculation gave rise to
a large improvement of the results for surface properties. The calculated values of
work function and effective image plane position for small surface charges excess
were found to be in very good agreement with the exact results of Lang and Kohn
(Schmickler and Henderson 1984a). The accuracy of the variational results for
charge densities that lie within the usual electrochemical range for double layer
measurements has also been confirmed by the recent self consistent calculations of
Gies and Gerhardts (1986). We shall see later that these properties are very
important in determining the electrochemical behavior of the metal in the double
layer.
In order to investigate the contribution of the metal to the double layer capacity,
we shall proceed like Schmickler and Henderson (1984c), and start from the
Poisson equation for a system of charges and dipoles:

d P(x) ],
Aq~(x) = -4rr[pm ( x ) + p , ( x ) - -~

(13)

where p,,, (x) is the charge density of the jeilium, consisting of a positive ionic
background at x < 0 and a negative electron gas, p, is the ionic charge density of the
solution, which extends in the region x > 0 , and P(x) is the solvent polarization.
The last two contributions must be calculated, as we shall later see, from a
microscopic model for the electrolyte. Integrating twice, we get:

r

-

r

=

4rr
--

~

11

11

l)iffcrentiating with respect to the surface charge density, we can obtain the total
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capacity of the interface (C) as a series combination of capacities:
1

1

1

4~'C - ~ m

+ 4~r---'-C,'

(15)

where
+oo

1
_
4zrC,,,

0
Oq

f xom(x) dx,

(16)

and
+oo

1 47rCs

0 I
Oq

[ xps (x) + P(x)ldx.

(17)

0

We note here that Cm and C,. are not independent, but rather coupled through
some interactions. For example,, it could be expected that the electron plasma
interacts with both ions and dipoles in the solution. On the other hand, the electron
cloud of the solvent molecules should also affect the electron distribution in the
metal through repulsive interactions.
We discuss now the metal contribution (16). We can write pm(X)
= po (x) + 6p,,, ('x), where p~ (x) represents the charge density for the uncharged
metal. Replacing in (16) and applying (11), we obtain:
1

4~'C,,,

_

q

0

ti

Oq

~ X6pm (x)dx.

(18)

0

But in the linear response regime, it can be shown that (Lang and Kohn 1973)
oo

0"--q

x 8Ore (x)dx = X/,

(19)

0

where Xs is the effective image plane of jellium. At the point of zero charge this is
always a positive quantity and typically of the order of 0.5.A. If we now replace in
(17) for q = 0 , we can obtain the contribution of the metal to the capacity at the
potential of zero charge:
1

C m ( q = o) = - "~ 'lTgi"

(20)

The negative contribution to the capacity can be physically understood in the
following way: Let us place a uniformly charged sheet at x = D in front of a
previously grounded perfect metal located at x = 0 (figure 3a). An image charge is
induced on the second one, and the relation between charge and potential
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Figure 3. Charge induction by a charge located at a distance D far apart from: (a) a
perfect metal (b) jeilium.

difference on the metal-charged sheet is given by the capacity:
1 7rC = D.
4

(21)

If instead of a perfect metal we take now jellium with the positive background edge
at x = 0, the image charge is not located at the point x = 0 but distributed in the x
coordinate, with its center of mass located at Xi (figure 3b). For small charges, the
inverse capacity of this system is:

1_ ~rC = D - X i.
4

(22)

That is, the effective plate separation is smaller than the plate separation for a
perfect conductor by an amount Xi. Since the thickness of the double layer is of the
same order of magnitude as Xi, a very important influence of the metal on the
double layer capacity can be expected. For example, Xi is a function of the bulk
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electron density of jeilium, so that different effective double layer thickness should
appear on these grounds.

Capacity calculations
The role that the electron density plays in the determination of capacity/charge
curves was shown by Schmickler (1983a), who proposed a jellium dipole model for
the electrochemical double layer. In this model the solvent was represented by a
hexagonal lattice of point dipoles which could take up three orientations (spin one
model). The dipole-dipole interactions were treated quantitatively by a 'periodic
cluster approximation' (Schmickler 1983a), and a self consistent calculation with
the interdependent jellium-dipoles equations was performed.
Capacity/charge curves obtained with this model are shown in figure 4, where an
increase of the capacity is observed at the PZC with the electron density of the
metal. This prediction is in qualitative agreement with the experimental results for
simple sp metals.
The correct dependence of the capacity hump was also obtained. At higher
temperatures, the hump becomes smaller, since the dipoles are oriented less by the
field.
PZC

calculations

The jellium-dipole model was also used to calculate the potential of zero charge of
metal electrodes (Schmickler 1983b). For this purpose, a perfectly polarizable
metal electrode Me was considered, which is in contact with an aqueous solution
containing a standard hydrogen reference electrode (H2/Pt); a platinum wire is
supposed to be connected to the metal electrode. When the metal electrode is at
the potential of zero charge, the potential difference of the cell is:
Epzc = OPt - 4'rof,

(23)

4

0.6-

E

O" ~ 1

0.2.
0.0
-0.1
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o/Cr~ 2
Figure 4. Theoretical capacity-charge curves for various values of the bulk electron
density ~q of the jellium. (1) r i = 0 . 0 1 a . u . ; (2) r i = 0 . 0 2 a . u . ; (3) r i = 0 . 0 3 a . u . ;
(4) ti =0.04 a.u. Taken from Schmickler (1983).
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where ~bptand ~//ref a r e the outer potentials of the platinum wire and the reference
electrode respectively. Equation (22) can be rewritten in terms of quantities
pertaining to the metal and the solution:
Epzc

= (l~Pt-

I//Me) .at- ( I ] / M e - - I~tsol ) -1- (I//sol-- I]/ref),

(24)

where Me and sol represent metal and solution respectively. The interfaces
contributing to the first and third term on the right hand of (24) are in equilibrium,
so that we may replace them by the corresponding work function differences to
obtain:
Epzc

= ( ~ M e - - ~ s o l ) + 1 / e ( q b M e - - (I)H2/H20)"

(25)

The inner layer potential difference metal-solution (~Mr
can be calculated
from our model, so we re-express (25) in terms of this quantity:

Evzc = (qtMe-- ~PMe)+ (tPMe--q~sol)+ (q~sol--~/'sol)+1/e(@Me--@H2/H2O)(26)
the first term represents the potential difference metal/vacuum [De in (6)], which
can also be calculated for jellium; ~H,/H,O is a measurable quantity, independent of
the metal interface; r
is a characteristic of the solvent, which must be
estimated from solvent models; and ~Me can be taken from measurements or
calculated from (6).
The dipole model was a hexagonal lattice of point dipoles as before, but the
interaction of the dipoles with each other was considered in the mean field
approximation, and an infinite number of orientations in space was allowed. Since
in the case of small fields this approach was shown to give results practically
identical with those of the Monte Carlo method (Schmickler, 1983c), it should work
particularly well in this case, where the only external field acting on the dipoles is
that due to the spillover of the electrons from jellium.
Some of the results obtained for Evzc are shown in table 2, where the jellium
work function was used for the calculations. The theoretical values are in general
too low, a fact which was explained remembering that jellium predicts very low
Table 2. C a l c u l a t e d and e x p e r i m e n t a l values of
the potential of zero c h a r g e of s o m e sp metals.

Metal
Hg
Ga
TI
Cd
ln(Ga)
Pb

calc
E
PZC
-

1.54
1-43
1.50
1.53
1-48
1-45

Jellium values of ~Me were
Schmickler (1983).

exp
E
PZC
- 0" 193
- 0.69
- 0.71
- 0-75
- 0.65
-0-56
u s e d here.

After
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values for the work function. When instead of theoretical values experimental data
for ~M~ were used in calculating Epzc, the results shown in figure 5 were obtained.
The better agreement reflects the large contribution that ~Me makes in (25), as
compared to the other terms.
The influence of ~Me disappears if we compare the experimental and the
theoretical values of the dipole potential (~bMe--q~sol). Furthermore, if we adopt a
reference metal (e.g. Hg) for the comparison, we also get rid of the assumed values
for (~0sol--~bsol) and ~Hz/n20" Experimental and theoretical values of these
dipole-potentials are shown in figure 6. While Hg, In and Pb and Ga show the same
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tendency with the electron density in both experiment and theory, Cd and T1 show
different behavior. This may be due to the contribution of some specific factor, like
the crystalline structure or atomic density, not contemplated in the homogeneous
background jellium model. It is however gratifying that the correct qualitative
behavior is predicted.

The model of hard spheres for electrolyte solutions
An approximate solution for the density profiles of an ensemble of hard spheres
with embedded point charges, in a solvent of hard spheres with embedded point
dipoles against a hard wall with smeared out surface charge, has been derived by
Carnie and Chan (1980) and Blum and Henderson (1981). The detailed solution of
this and other related systems is a very interesting problem which would require a
whole chapter by itself, if not a book. Here, we just point out those aspects of the
theory which are necessary for understanding the general model to be presented
later, and note the main physical features which differentiate it from the
conventional picture of the double layer.
In order to get the capacity of the system, a mathematical expression for the
charge density of the ions p~(x) and the solvent polarization Ps is required.
Correlation (h) and distribution functions (g) can be defined for ions and solvent:
g,(X,) = h,(X,) + 1 = p,(X,)/p,,

(27)

gu(X,~) = h,~(X,~) + 1 = t,,~(X,~)/m,

(28)

where the distances Xi(Xd) are measured perpendicularly to planes passing
through the centers of spheres of diameters ~ri (o'a) in contact with the hard wall,
and Pi and Pa represent the mean bulk values for ion and dipole densities
respectively, gd (Xd) is the first term in the expansion of the wall-dipole correlation
function:

ga (Xl O) = gO(Xa) + (3)1/2 Aha (Xa) cos 0+ ...,

(29)

where 0 is the angle between the dipole and the normal to the surface.
For small charges, low electrolyte concentrations and equal sizes of ions and
solvent molecules, gi and gd(X,O) can be written in the form:

g,(X) = go(X) + dihi(X),

(30a)

g ~ ( X d , o) = g o ( X ) + (3)1/2 A h ~ ( X ) c o s 0,

(30b)

where go(X) is the density profile of hard spheres near a discharged hard wall.
Under these conditions, the transforms of Ahi(X) and Ahd(X) may be obtained
(Henderson and Blum 1982).

~hi( S ) fl' ZieoE
-

~

exp(-Scr/2)

+Ko- ( ~ - 1 )

4

{

1
K+S

/3~S [l+2~o,(S)l

~3~12 (K+S)2A(S) j '

(31)
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~lhd(S) -

E/3'/t/32 exp(-So'/2)~ 1 Ko-/33
(3)1/2/33
[
4 /312

/36

where K is the inverse Debye screening length, Zi the ion charge, E the field, e the
bulk dielectric constant, /3'= 1/kt, tr the diameter of the spheres, /33= 1-b/3,
/ 3 6 = 1 - b / 6 ; f l t 2 = 1 + b / 1 2 , where b is determined by:
t ~ 2 ~/ 06,
E = (/342 b"31
P'6

(33)

/z2_

(34)

and /x by:
3
[/35
/326 ]
4~'p.;/3' ~66 -/3---~12 "

The other functions in (31) and (32) are:
A (S) = 1-2~Ol (S) b(/312//326) -- 2q~2(S) b(f13//32),
~01(S) = ( 1 - So'- e x p ( -

5 0 . ) / S 2 o "2 ,

(35)

q~2(S ) = ( 1 - $0.+ $2 0.2/2 - e x p ( - $ 0. ) / S 30 .3

By using (31), (32) and the second and third terms of (14), the potential difference
across the interface can be calculated. Henderson et al (t983) found, after
neglecting higher order terms in K:
q~o~- q~_o~ = ( E / e K ) + (E0./2~),

(36)

where:
= e/[1 + (/36/~3) (,1~-1)].

(37)

This equation is formally similar to the one which one would obtain from a
Gouy-Chapman model of the double layer, in which the solvent is regarded as a
uniform dielectric with constant e in the diffuse layer, and a different dielectric
constant ~ in the inner layer. Does this mean that an inner layer, distinct from the
rest of the fluid, actually exists? In order to investigate this, Henderson et al (1983)
inverted A h d ( s ) numerically, with the result for A h d ( X ) shown in figure 7. If there
were an inner layer, with quite different properties from the rest of the fluid,
Ahs(X) should go rapidly to zero. This is clearly not the case. Furthermore, the
thickness of the region where the solvent molecules are oriented by the charge at
the electrode was shown to be of the order of K -1.
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Figure 7. Inverse transform of (31) for a 0-01 M ion dipole monovalent electrolyte
o-= 0,276 nm. T= 298. e = 78.4. cs is - (flEi.tfl4)/(31/2[3~). Henderson et al (1983).
An oscillatory behavior, similar to that of Ah d w a s also encountered for the
coulombic potential felt by the ions, and a difference of the order of ten per cent
with respect to the prediction of the G o u y - C h a p m a n theory was found for
moderate electrolyte concentrations.
Summarizing, we can say that these results show a new picture for the double
layer, where the interfacial region of the solvent is as diffuse as the so-called ion
diffuse layer. Moreover, experimental facts like the observed Parsons-Zobel plots
(Parsons and Zobel 1965) appear as a natural consequence of the theory. Just one
element is missing here, and that is the complex nature of the metal. It is the
subject of the next section.

3.

The jellium-hard spheres model

The above theoretical approaches for the metal and the solution were combined in
Badiali et al (1983b) and Schmickler and Henderson (1984). We concentrate at first
on the model which is more familiar to us (Schmickler and Henderson 1984), and
later point out the essential differences with respect to the representation given in
Badiali et al (1983b). A scheme of the model is shown in figure 8.
Several new features appeared in this description of the metal-solution interface:
The first layer of solvent molecules is oriented under the influence of the jellium
tail extending into the solution. This must be contemplated in (30b), which was
modified in the following way:

gd(X,O) = g o ( X ) + (3) 1/2Ahd(X)cos 0 + a ~ ( X - ~rd/2) COS 0

(38)

where a is a constant which is proportional to the electrostatic field due to electron
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Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the jellium/hard spheres electrolyte model.
penetration of the solvent at the point x = 00a/2(Ej = E(00d/2)--q/47r). This constant
was estimated from a previous Monte Carlo simulation (Schmickler 1983c), and
found equal to:

a=3go(00d/2)

(39)

1.10 x 104 Ei.

In this way, the new term in (38) accounts for the solvent dipole potential at the
PZC.
A further improvement was the generalization o f Schmickler and Henderson
(1984b) for ions and solvent molecules of different radii (o'a and 00i):

Ahd= •

Efl'~fl2

exp(-So'd/2)

1

K(00d--00i) g00df13

(3-~-fl3

2

[fl~ + 2~o3(S) ] } / ( K + S)

4fit2

(40)

A(S)

where

A(S)

~3
= l - 2 ~ a ( S ) b fll__22~2(S)b
fl~
fl-~6'

~l(S)=

1 - S00d- exp (-So'a)

s~
(41)

~(s) =
~(s) =

1 -- Sad + S 2 0~
exp(--So'd)
s300~

(1 - So'i) exp( -S(00a- 00i)/2)
s~

- exp(--S(00d+ 00i)/2)
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Three new terms were introduced in (9) for the surface energy of jellium:
The electrostatic interaction of the electron plasma with the ions in the solution:
oo

I q~](x)pc(X)dx,

Ei~ =

(42)

o'/2

where Pc is the charge density profile in the solution.
The interaction between the jellium field and the solvent polarization is
oo

Edip=--

J E](x) p(x)dx,
~,J2

(43)

The repulsion of the metal electrons from the closed shell of electrons on the
solvent molecules:
oo

Erep =

(44)

f Vrep n(x)dx,
o

where Vre p is a repulsive potential pertaining to the solvent molecules. Ideally, this
potential should come from a quantum mechanical model of the solvent. Since such
expressions were not available, a repulsive barrier of the form,
Vrep = Vb O(X),

(45)

was used. Vb was the only free parameter in the theory, and was chosen on a
semiempirical basis for each particular solvent.
Using the trial functions of (10) for the metal and the correlation functions for
the hard spheres system, the metal-solution potential difference in (14) was shown
to be:

q~ - q~ ~ - - 4zrh
-

/32

4

[/36O'd + 1

3 pd#a + 41rq -~3 -2

(
Ktri2
Ke l + m

Ktrd ) , (46)

Note that if we now set trd = o'i and take the limit for/3 -~ ~, we get (36), which
describes the system hard wall/hard spheres.
On the other hand, if the energy equation of jellium is solved for q = 0 and for a
small charge, the inverse capacity of the jellium-hard spheres interface can be
numerically obtained. By applying this procedure, the influence of four parameters
on the double layer capacity at the PZC was studied by Schmickler and Henderson
(1984b): electrolyte concentration; temperature; electron density of the metal;
solvent.
In all cases, a surprisingly good agreement with the experimental results was
obtained. We now consider each of these points.
In table 3, experimental and theoretical values of capacity are compared for
different electrolyte concentrations. In order to see the improvement that the
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Table 3. Double layer capacity of mercury as a function of the
electrolyte concentration.
c(M)
calc
C(v,F.cm -2)
exp
C(IxF.cm -2)
BH
C(v,F.cm -2)

10 -3

10 -z

10 - t

1

oo

6-0

13-6

22-6

28.7

32.5

6

13

21

26

28.7

13.8

15-9

17.1

5.i

9-8

After Schmickler and Henderson (1984).
Table 4. Inner layer capacity of mercury in contact with an
aqueous solution.
t(C)
calc
Cn(l~F.cm 2)
exp
CH(IxF.cm 2)

0

25

50

75

34-2

32.5

30-8

29.3

31.2

28.7

27.3

25.9

Experimental values are after Grahame (unpublished results,
given by Parsons 1954). The theoretical values were taken
from Schmickler and Henderson (1984).

presence of jellium brings to the theory, the results of the previous calculation for
the system hard wall/hard spheres of Blum and Henderson (1981) are also quoted.
The temperature, electron density, and solvent effects were considered for the
inner layer capacity. In this case, the experimental results were obtained by
extrapolating the data according to (1). It is worth mentioning here that for small
electrolyte concentration the theory also predicts a relationship of the type of (1):

i/C= 1/C~+4~r/eK.

(47)

However, the concentration independent term Ci now includes contributions to the
capacity from both, the metal and the solution. Furthermore, this term involves not
only the polarization of the first solvent layer but the contribution from the whole
solution region.
Theoretical and experimental values of Ci at different temperatures are shown in
table 4. The prediction of a lower Ci with increasing temperature is again in good
agreement with the experimental data.
The nature of the metal, a factor very often omitted in the conventional theories
of the double layer, was shown to play a very important role. In the homogeneous
jellium model, the metal is completely characterized by its free electron density, so
that this magnitude was used to represent Ci for different metals in figure 9. The
increase of the surface polarizability with the electron density of jellium produces
the corresponding increase of the calculated capacity. The second and third group
elements Hg, Cd, In, Ga, Zn and the alloy TI(Ga) follow the theoretical
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Figure 9. Inverse inner double layer capacity of the interphase water/sg metal as a
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Inverse double layer capacity ofsp metals. (e) and solid line DMSO, (=) and

broken line acetonitrile. (Schmickler and Henderson 1984).

predictions quite well, while the fourth and fifth group elements Sb, Pb, Bi and Sb
are out of line. This deviation can be attributed to chemical features which are not
considered in the homogeneous background model. We shall see later that an
improvement of this model is possible. Considering the discrete nature of the ion
lattice in the pseudopotential approach, the results for the fourth and fifth group
metals will be brought in better agreement with the experimental data. Also the
divergence that appears in the theoretical results for large electron densities in
figure 9 will be shown to be correctable. This can be done by employing better trial
functions for the electron density.
Finally, the jellium/hard spheres model was also able to predict the correct trend
for capacity results obtained with different solvents. In figure 10, experiment and
theory are compared for DMSO and ACN (acetonitrile) as solvents.
The above presented jellium/hard spheres model differs in several aspects from
that of Badiali et al (1983b). There, the diameter of ions and solvent molecules
were assumed to be the same, while in Schmickler and Henderson (1984b) they
were allowed to he different. A net orientation of the solvent at the PZC was also
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introduced in Schmickler and Henderson (1984b). The most important difference
is, however, in the treatment of jellium. Badiali et al (1983b) introduced pseudopotentials into the jellium model, which we shall also do below, and averaged these
potentials over the whole metal region up to the jellium edge. The usual procedure
is that the first layer of pseudopotentials must be half a lattice spacing behind the
jellium edge, since this choice alone guarantees charge balance at the surface. In
addition, Badiali and coworkers introduced an additional separation distance between the jellium edge and the ensemble of hard spheres; this introduces a second
undetermined parameter into the model, which prevented them from obtaining
quantitative results. However, conceptually these two works are very close.

4.

Improvements on the jellium-hard spheres model

4.1 Trial functions for the electron density. Heuristic extension for large charges on
the electrode
The effect of various approximations for the electronic density profile on the
calculated capacity values was investigated in Schmickler and Henderson (1986).
Two different types of trial functions were used there, and the results were
compared with those obtained with the simple functions (10). They were:
h [ 1 - A exp(~X)],

n(X) =

X<O,

h B e x p ( - [ 3 X - KX2),

(48)

X > O,

ti [ 1 - A e x p ( a X ) c o s ( F X + ~ ) ] ,

X<O,

n(X) =

(49)

hB e x p ( - ~ X - K Z X Z ) ,

X > O.

Both the functions and their first derivatives were required to be continuous, and
the charge balance condition was applied. This led to two independent parameters
in the first case, which were used for the variational procedure. The family (49) was
additionally subjected to the half moment condition (11), so that the number of
free parameters was reduced to three.
In the expansion (7) a second gradient correction ot the form:

154o

(3~2)2/3

I

n ( g ) -1/3

[1

n(X)2

( 2n x,)2d

--oo

(5O)
9

1

d2n(X)]

was also included. The consideration of this term had been shown to improve the
accuracy of the results for the surface energy (Ma and Sahni 1979).
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With the two-parameter family the calculations were performed for a repulsive
barrier of constant height (Vb = 1.6 eV) and of constant slope (Vs = 1-0 e V / A ) .
The two resulting inverse capacity-electronic density curves were very close to each
other (figure 11), indicating that the shape of the barrier is not a critical factor in
the model. It is worth noting here that with a better trial function the divergence in
the capacity has been shifted to more positive electronic densities. With the three
parameter trial functions and a sloping barrier of 2.0 e V / A a divergence was not
found over the investigated electron density range, while the best correlation with
the experimental points was obtained.
Since the same qualitative behavior was obtained for all the variational profiles
n(X) employed, it can be expected that the error introduced by using an
approximate solution is smaller than those due to the idealization for the model
itself (e.g. the lack of structure of the metal). In the vaccum, the trial functions of
(49) give results which are very close to the exact solution of Lang and Kohn (1970,
1971).
The influence of the family of trial functions on the capacity-charge curves was
also studied in Schmickler and Henderson (1986). As previously stated, the
polarization for a system of hard sphere dipoles and ions can be solved only for
small charges on the electrode. A heuristic extension of the theory for larger
charges was made on the following grounds: For small charges, the concentration
independent contribution by the hard spheres to the potential difference is (Carnie
and Chan 1980; Blum and Henderson 1981).
(51)

A4~hs = 4rrq [o-a/2 h + (or/- o-a)/2e].

On the other hand, at very high fields, dielectric saturation of the solvent occurs
and the potential difference has the form:
lira

A4~s = 2~r~raq + const.

(52)

q - - - ~ ~:x~

0.5
0./.,-

""k
\\

0.36-

7

0.2
0.1
0

w

10

2~0

' " " 3O
~

fi 9 1031o.u.

Figure 11. Inverse'inner layer' capacity as a function of the electronic density. Dashed
line: two parameter familywith a sloping barrier (V~ = 1 eV/A); dashed-dotted line: two
parameter family with a constant barrier (Vh = 1.6 eV); full line: three parameter family
with a sloping barrier (V, = 2 eV/A) (Schmickler and Henderson 1986).
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An interpolation formula between (51) and (52) must be based on a suitable
function which gives the orientation of dipoles as a function of the field they
experience. A natural choice is the Langevin function:

L

~

j L(x)=coth(x)-(1/x),

(53)

where Iz is the dipole moment, with the following result:

Ad~hs =27rqo'i--2~rpdl~tri L

q
(1--~d/Acri)]
47rql~A2(A+2)2
KT
"

(54)

Calculations with the aid of (54) and the usual variational procedure showed similar
capacity charge curves for the three families of equations (10), (48) and (49) at
positive charge densities and in the proximities of the PZC (figure 12). However,
the quality of the functions employed became a critical factor at negative charge
densities, where the family (10) produces a sudden rise in the capacity and instead
of a hump a shoulder is observed.
4.2 Charge-dependent position of the effective hard wall for the hard spheres
After analyzing a continuum model for the metal solution interphase, Kornyshev
and Vorotyntsev (1984) suggested that a field-induced interfacial relaxation could
play an important role on determining the capacity-charge behavior of this system.
With this in sight, the influence of the previous assumption about the charge
independent position of the effective hard wall was also investigated in Schmickler

IllcH'cm
" -,'... I 0

q / ~ C cm "2

Figure 12. Capacity-charge characteristics for Hg (h = 0'0128 a.u.) with jellium representations of various quality. Dotted line: one-parameter family (10), constant barrier
(Vba = 3 eV); dashed line: two-parameter family (48), sloping barrier (Vs = 1 eV/A); full
line: three-parameter family (49), sloping barrier (Vs=2 eV) (Schmickler and
Henderson 1986).
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and Henderson (1986). Thus, the position of the hard wall was allowed to change
with the charge density in such a way, that it is always at the same electronic
density, namely the density at the jellium edge at zero charge. The change that this
shift produces was shown to be:

A

a-g-C,)
1

= X

+q o----q-'

(55)

resulting in reasonable electron densities in a second order effect.
4.3

Pseudopotentials

We have already seen that in the jellium model the metal is completely
characterized by its free electron density n. In figures 9 and 10 it was also shown that
this model gives good results for the inner layer capacity of sp metals of the second
and third column of the periodic table. However, metals with high valence (IV-V)
showed a systematic deviation, their capacities being lower than expected. The
question arises whether this behavior is related to the discrete nature of the ionic
lattice. Furthermore, experimental results for Ag single crystal surfaces (Valette
and Hamelin 1973; Valette 1981, 1982) showed different capacity values for the
111, 110 and 100 faces, which does indicate an influence of the lattice.
The jellium/hard spheres model was extended by Henderson and Schmickler
(1985), who calculated the capacity for different Ag crystal faces. We give here a
short description of the features introduced in the model.
Following Lang and Kohn (1970), the constant positive background of jellium
was replaced by a lattice of local ion pseudopotentials of the Ashcroft type
(Ashcroft 1966):
0

r<~ re

Z/r

r >

Vw

(56)
-

re,

where Z is the ionic charge, r is the radius measured from the lattice point and re is
a cutoff radius which is determined for each metal to give a correct description of its
bulk properties. The first plane of pseudopotentials stays at one half of the distance
between lattice planes (d) from the surface (figure 13).
Two new terms appear in the equation for the jellium surface energy (9). One
represents the cleavage energy of the infinite metal to form two new surfaces,
where the electron density is held uniform up to the nominal metal boundary:
60'd = 1~ Zti,

(57)

where ll is a dimensionless constant which can be calculated on purely electrostatic
basis. The second term is:
-~-oo

8%s = I
~oo

aOf-X)ldX,

(58)
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Jellium with a pseudopotential lattice.

where 6v (X~lis the average over the plane perpendicular to the metal surface of the
sum of the ionic pseudopotentials of the half lattice, minus the potential due to the
semi-infinite uniform charge background. Equation (58) thus represents the energy
difference between two relaxation processes: that of the initial uniform electron
density to its actual form n(X) in the pseudopotential model, and the same change
in the uniform background model.
&rd is independent of the form of the trial function employed, so that it can be
excluded from the minimization procedure. An expression for 6v(X) was also
derived in Lang and Kohn (1971)

6v( X) = 27rh { d[rc-lX + (l+ 1/2)[] O( rc-[x + ( l + 1/2)d[) -[x+ld+dO(-x-

d

)]2},

(59)

where l = 0,1,2,3... labels the lattice planes. By using (58), (59) and the trial
function of (10), it can be shown that:

8v(X) = (2~h//33) (fi +/3q) [ 1-/3d exp(-[3d/2) cosh(t3rc)/( 1 -exp(-/3d)].
(60)
Theoretical and experimental values of capacity for Ag single crystal surfaces in
contact with water are shown in table 5. Both, experimental and theoretical values
of capacity present the same sequence: C1 ~o> (71o0> C~I, which can be correlated
with the lower polarizability that the more compact faces show. Only qualitative
agreement was expected, since Ag is an sd metal, and the jellium model is not
quantitatively adequate for the description of such systems. The same general trend
can be formulated for the capacity of other single crystal surfaces: The more
compact faces should have the lower capacity. This is the case of Bi (Pal'm et al
1977), where the sequence C~lt >Co~j>C2~ corresponds with an increasing
compactness of the face (Bi belongs to the rhombohedral system).
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Table 5. Interracial inner layer capacity for Ag single
crystal surfaces in aqueous electrolyte solutions.

face

d/nnd ~

exp
C(~Fcm -2)

C(lxFcm -z)

calc

111
100
110

(2/3) 1/2
1/(2) 1/2
1/2

69
90
108

18.3
19'3
25'2

After Henderson and Schmickler (1985).
Table 6. Charge number Z and Ashcroft radius rc (in a.u.)
of several sp metals.
Metal

Z

r~

Zn
Cd
Hg
Ga
In
T1
Sn
Pb
Sb
Bi

2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
5
5

1-11
1.23
1.25
1.11
1.12
1.13
1-12
1-08
1.06
1.08

1-06
1-19
1-10
1.05
1.15
1.11
1-11
1-04
-

1 From Harrison (1980); 2 after Appapillai and Heine (1973)
quoted by Hietschold et al (1975).

Since most experimental data for the inner layer capacity of sp metals refer to
polycrystalline surfaces, some averaging of the pseudopotentials should be made in
order to compare theory and experiment. One possibility consists in taking a given
crystal structure (i.e. fcc), and averaging the pseudopotential energy over the
principal crystal planes. Calculations using this procedure for different metals were
performed by Leiva and Schmickler (1986). Since at this time a generalization of
the Budd and Vannimenus theorem for jellium with pseudopotentials was not
available, the one parameter family functions of equation (10) were employed.
Two sets of pseudopotential radii were used, which were derived from different
bulk properties. Their values are given in table 6.
As previously stated, experimental and theoretical results can be compared by
plotting the inverse capacity as a function of the electron density. However, in the
jellium (pseudopotential) model the capacity is not only a function of the electron
density but also of the pseudopotential radius rc and of the atomic density n A. In
fact, the distance between lattice planes has the form:
d = (3/4zrnz)l/3G,

(61)

where G is a geometrical factor which depends on the face and lattice type.
A second possibility for comparing experiment and theory, providing at the same
time a rigorous test for the theory can be obtained as follows. In our model, the
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inner layer capacity can be written in the form:
(62)

1/C, = 1/C m Jr- 1/Cs,

where Cm and Cs represent the contribution to the capacity by the metal and the
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Figure 14. (a) Plot of the calculated inverse metal capacity versus the experimental
inverse inner layer capacity of aqueous solutions (Leiva and Schmickler 1986). The
experimental values are from Trasatti (1981) except for Sb, which is from Frumkin et al
(1974). For Bi, the values given both by Trasatti and by Frumkin (asterisk) are indicated.
Crosses denote values calculated from the Appapillai and Heine potentials, boxes from
the Harrison's values. (b) Calculations similar to those of (a), but using the two
parameter function (12) and the Budd-Vannimenus condition. (x) Appapillai and (D)
Harrison pseudopotentials Vb = 2-5 eV.
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solution respectively. From (62) we get:

1/Cm = 1 / C i - 1/C~.

(63)

If we represent now the theoretical values of 1/Cm as a function of experimental
values of 1/C~, a straight line with slope unity should be obtained, with an ordinate
which contains the contribution of the solution. This is shown in figure 14. A linear
relation with a slope of one is obtained, with an intercept on the ordinate axis which
is practically equal to that predicted by the hard spheres model. For these
calculations, the barrier which represents the interaction of the electron plasma
with the solvent was set equal to zero, so we can say that the theory is now
parameter free. Thus, one could quickly conclude that the interaction with the
solvent can be neglected. However, some kind of compensation may arise, since
the trial functions used were of the type of (10). The lower polarizability which
these one-parameter functions confer is that jellium could compensate the lack of a
repulsive barrier. This has been confirmed by recent calculations (E Leiva and W
Schmickler, unpublished results) where the family (12) was used applying the
Budd-Vannimenus theorem as the boundary condition. If we do not impose a
repulsive barrier, we obtain again a linear correlation of the type (63), but the
intercept is unreasonably small. Only on application of a repulsive barrier do we
obtain a reasonable value for the solvent contribution to the inverse capacity (see
figure 14b).

5.

Conclusions

We have taken a bird's eye view of the new theories for the electrochemical double
layer. In the most successful of these models, both metal and solvent contribute
almost equally to the double layer capacity. The contribution of the metal comes
from the polarizability of the electronic plasma. On the solution side, the presence
of the metal affects not only the first solvent layer, but a region of a similar spacial
extension as the diffuse double layer. For quantitative calculations, at the most one
semiempirical parameter is required, which is constant for a particular solvent. So
far, the theory has correctly predicted the dependence of the double layer capacity
on~

(1) the electrolyte concentration; (2) the temperature (for the interface Hg/H20);
(3) the nature of the metal (for sp-metals); (4) the solvent (for water, DMSO, and
acetonitrile); (5) the crystalline face of the metal for single crystal surfaces (so far
for Ag and Bi in contact with aqueous solution); (6) first order deviations from the
Parsons and Zobel plot (see Blum et al 1984); (7) the correct trend for dipole
potentials at the PZC.
Concerning the last point, it is interesting to return to figure 1, where an
empirical correlation between inverse capacity and dipole potential was shown. A
similar plot of the calculated inverse capacity of the metal vs. calculated dipole
potentials, shown in figure 15. Two comments must be made before comparing
the theoretical results of figure 15 with the experimental results of figure 1. First,
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Figure 15. Calculated inner layer capacity, as a function of theoretical values for the
dipole potential -(~bu~- q'so~) for aqueous solutions. Appapillai (x) and Harrison ([])
pseudopotentials.

the capacity of the metal is related to the capacity of the solution through:
1/Cm = 1 / C i - 1/Cs.

Secondly, gi of figure 15 is defined according to:
gi

=

-

that is, gi contains information about the change of the dipole potentials of both,
metal (6XMe) and solution (6Xso0- On the other hand, the dipole potentials of
figure 1 should correspond only to those of water in the presence of the metal.
However, as Trassati assumed 6XMe to be the same for all metals, so the change of
gi in figure 1 should reflect also the differences in t~XMe for the different metals. So,
our values differ by a constant from those of Trasatti (/979). However, the relative
changes of gi should be comparable.
It is clear that the theoretical trend of figure 15 reflects well the experimental
correlation of figure 1. The absolute position of the points in figure 15 depends on
the kind of the pseudopotentials used, but the general trend indicates that a higher
capacity is related to a higher dipole potential.
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